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As a chair sat empty across the street from the 

Salt Lake City Utah Temple. 

DEDICATED
To SAM Young and McKenna Densen, 

both of whom have courageously

stood up in defense of children 

and in defense of human decency.



i am Sami am Sam



i am Sami am Sam



SAM
I am! 

That Sam-I-am

That Sam-I-am

I DO NOT like

That Sam-I-am



Do you prefer a Sex Exam?!
Do you prefer a Sex Exam?!



I much prefer them, SAM-I-AM

I like a probing sex exam!



Would you question youth 

right here?

Would you question youth 

right there?

Would you question youth 

Would you question youth 



I'll question them BOTH here and there

I'll question youth most anywhere!

Would you quiz folks 

in their house?!     

Ask about sex with a spouse?!?



I like to quiz folks in their house

Ask them 'bout sex with their spouse

I'll question them BOTH here and there

I'll question youth most anywhere!

I must ask questions, 

SAM-I-AM

I love a probing sex 

exam!

Would you 

probe them 

young 

as eight?!

Ask them

if they're

queer or

straight?!



As young as eight! If queer or straight!

In their house! About their spouse!

I'll question them BOTH here and there

I'll question youth most anywhere

I must ask questions, SAM-I-AM

I like a probing sex exam!

Would you, could you, 

behind closed doors?

Ask them all about 

their drawers?!



I would and could 

behind closed doors!

--------

Please

DO NOT

Disturb

--------

You may harm kids, 

not just short term,

By asking questions that 

make them squirm.



I will ask them! Let them squi

About their drawers; I MUST b

As young as eight! If queer o

In their house! About their sp

I'll question them BOTH here 

I'll question youth most anyw

I love the questions, Sam-I-am

I want a probing sex exam

I will ask them! Let them squirm!

About their drawers; I MUST be firm!

As young as eight! If queer or straight!

In their house! About their spouse!

I'll question them BOTH here and there

I'll question youth most anywhere

I love the questions, Sam-I-am

I want a probing sex exam



At work!? At work!? At work

Where HR and laywers just m

�
Does that dress make 

her into pornography??

At work!? At work!? At work!? At work!?

Where HR and laywers just might lurk?!



I’ll ask at work! I'll make them squirm!

Behind closed doors! I MUST be firm!

As young as eight! If queer or straight!

Right in their house! About their spouse!

I'll question them BOTH here and there

I'll question youth most anywhere

I favor them, you Sam-I-ams

I favor probing sex exams



About their thoughts while in the dark?

You're going well beyond the mark!

ut their thoughts while in the dark?

're going well beyond the mark!



I could and would, 

oh what a lark!

Would you? 

Could you? 

Might you 

shirk?
Just make it stop!

Don't be a jerk.



I'll probe at length, I will not shirk!

Thoughts in the dark, their clothes at work!

Behind closed doors, I’ll make them squirm!

Sam, you know I MUST BE FIRM!

And in their house, as young as eight,

About their spouse, and if they're straight!

I'll question them BOTH here and there

I'll question youth most anywhere



You like these questions, but are they RIGHT?

Are they right in God’s own sight?

Would they give the Lord a fright

If he were to come tonight?

You like these questions, but are they RIGHT?

Are they right in God’s own sight?

Would they give the Lord a fright

If he were to come tonight?



Like it? Well, perhaps I might!Like it? Well, perhaps I might!



Could you, would you ask details,

Of all those             who are females?

Would you opt

to tell their tale?

Divulge to others 

how they fail?



Perhaps I sometimes tell their tale,

But only to those I know well!

I could and would ask for details,

Especially of young females!

On the job! I'll make them squirm!

Behind closed doors! I MUST be firm!

As young as eight! If queer or straight!

And in their house! About their spouse!

I'll question them BOTH here and there

I'll question youth most anywhere

I favor them, you SAM-I-AM

I favor a probing sex exam

losed doors! I MUST be firm!

g as eight! If queer or straight!

heir house! About their spouse!

tion them BOTH here and there



You favor questions, so you say.  

And “members first” is not Christ’s way.

But untrained bishops all are lay,

So protect yourself, or you may pay!

Someday you may pay I say!

SAM!! If you'll just let me be, I'll stop 

the questions, then we'll see.



Say!!!  
I like protection              from other's prying.  

I like when media              is not spying.  

I like protection              from other's prying.  

I like when media              is not spying.  



I will stop  the questions NOW!

I will not balk or have a cow.

I will not ask for all details!

Not even of the young females!

Not at their work! Why make them squirm?

Not with closed doors, I reaffirm!

Not young as eight! Not queer or straight!

Not in their house! Nor 'bout their spouse!

I will not question here and there

I won't ask questions anywhere

I'm done with probing, SAM-I-AM

There was no fail-safe sex exam!



This isn’t some old wicked heist,

They’ll take their problems straight to Christ.

And he will tell them what to do.

(Perhaps they’ll even be less blue).

This isn’t some old wicked heist,

They’ll take their problems straight to Christ.

And he will tell them what to do.

(Perhaps they’ll even be less blue).



We'll all feel better; End the scam!

THANK YOU! 

THANK YOU! SAM I AM.


